Huawei to continue providing Android updates even after US license expiry [2]

Huawei confirms its existing phones will still get Android and GMS updates [3]

Huawei’s older Android phones will continue getting software and security updates [4]

[Updated] Vivo Android 10 (Funtouch OS 10) update for Vivo S1, S1 Pro, V11 Pro, V15 Pro & Z1Pro still under greyscale testing [5]

9to5Google Daily 505: Android TV rolls out annoying homescreen ads, Android 11 camera defaults altered, plus more [6]

Hands-on review: TCL QLED Android 55C815 TV [7]

Android tablets that can multitask [8]
A new BlackBerry phone is coming in 2021 with Android, 5G, and a physical keyboard [9]

- OnePlus 8 is now Android Enterprise Recommended certified, OnePlus 8 Pro and Nord will be joining soon [10]

- Deal: Save 30% on hundreds of stylish Society6 Android phone cases [11]

- Truecaller adds spam statistics on its Android app [12]

- Chrome OS may soon be able to sync WiFi passwords to and from your Android phone [13]